
From:                 Gibbs, Paul < @bechtel.com>
To:                     Simon Wright </o=crlad/ou=exchange
                         administrative group (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=simon
                         wright0e2>
Cc:

Subject:             Readiness to open review - confidential

Simon,

It was good to see you on Tuesday.

I’ve been giving our challenge much thought. Bill is leading a series of deep dives on the programme,
as you know. He thinks he will be ready for a review with you in the week of 11th July, though I expect
you’ll be involved several before then.

In this same week, I am thinking we would like to offer a confidential off project review to include you
and your team (including Howard and others if you want), Ailie MacAdam, Amjad / Jim Haynes (lots of
London Underground experience and project delivery), Ian Rannachan, Siv, Brian Hartman (global
head of Functions), and possibly Craig. Our on project team would present what they think is
deliverable.

I’d rather ask now than have people say why didn’t we ask later on.

We can chat next week, if not before, if you would like.

Thoughts?

Best

Paul
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From:                 Gibbs, Paul < @bechtel.com>
To:                     Andrew Wolstenholme
                         </o=crlad/ou=exchange administrative group
                         (fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=andrewwolstenholme>
Cc:

Subject:              email last weekend

Andrew,

I followed up with Bill yesterday and the decision was taken to not respond to his email, which appears
to be commercial posturing.

It sounds like there are more challenges with ATC in terms of the MOSH – we are now getting a better
look ahead on their programme. Bill is going to delve into this with Simon this morning as it is quite hard
to tell on the surface whether their issues are substantive. We have discussed making some
organisational changes in Colin’s team, but will wait to see what Bill recommends.

Paul
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